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Genome divergence during speciation is a dynamic process that is affected by various factors, including the genetic architecture
of barriers to gene flow. Herein we quantitatively describe aspects of the genetic architecture of two sets of traits, male genitalic
morphology and oviposition preference, that putatively function as barriers to gene flow between the butterfly species Lycaeides
idas and L. melissa. Our analyses are based on unmapped DNA sequence data and a recently developed Bayesian regression
approach that includes variable selection and explicit parameters for the genetic architecture of traits. A modest number of
nucleotide polymorphisms explained a small to large proportion of the variation in each trait, and average genetic variant
effects were nonnegligible. Several genetic regions were associated with variation in multiple traits or with trait variation withinand among-populations. In some instances, genetic regions associated with trait variation also exhibited exceptional genetic
differentiation between species or exceptional introgression in hybrids. These results are consistent with the hypothesis that
divergent selection on male genitalia has contributed to heterogeneous genetic differentiation, and that both sets of traits affect
fitness in hybrids. Although these results are encouraging, we highlight several difficulties related to understanding the genetics
of speciation.
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Genome divergence during population divergence or speciation is
a complex evolutionary process that is affected by geographic and
ecological context, genome structure, selection, and the genetic
architecture of inherent barriers to gene flow (Bustamante et al.
2005; Neafsey et al. 2010; Gompert et al. 2012b; Jones et al. 2012;
Nosil et al. 2012). Despite decades of theoretical and empirical
research, many conflicting views persist about the genetic basis
of adaptation and barriers to gene flow (e.g., Orr 2005; Rockman
2012). Building on previous theoretical analyses of Fisher’s
geometric model (Fisher 1930; Kimura 1983), Orr (1998) showed
that the mutations substituted during an entire bout of adaptation
to a stable optimum approximate an exponential distribution that
includes a modest number of large effect alleles and a greater
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number of small effect alleles. The same conclusion holds for
an adaptive walk in sequence space and is largely independent
of the distribution of mutant fitnesses (Gillespie 1984; Orr
2002). Yeaman and Whitlock (2011) showed that adaptation
with gene flow results in a more concentrated architecture with
functional variants that have larger effects and are more tightly
linked. Moreover, studies of the genetic basis of variation in
traits that affect fitness or function as barriers to gene flow have
identified large effect alleles (e.g., Bradshaw and Schemske
2003; Stinchcombe et al. 2004; Linnen et al. 2009; Joron et al.
2011).
But theory does not require large effect alleles, and known
large effect alleles might be anomalies that are unrepresentative
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of functional variants that generally cause barriers to gene flow
(Rockman 2012). When a population adapts to a gradually changing environment, the expected distribution of adaptive substitutions is not exponential, and large effect alleles contribute less
to adaptation (Kopp and Hermisson 2009). Likewise, Hermisson and Pennings (2005) showed that alleles with smaller effects
are much more likely to contribute to adaptation when selection acts on standing variation. Lab experiments indicate that
adaptation from standing genetic variation often involves many
loci and occurs by modest changes in allele frequencies rather
than allele substitutions (Teotonio et al. 2009; Burke et al. 2010;
Pritchard et al. 2010). Finally, most large effect variants affect
relatively discrete adaptive traits (e.g., Bradshaw and Schemske
2003; Colosimo et al. 2005; Steiner et al. 2007), whereas putatively adaptive quantitative trait variation is often better explained
by many functional variants with small or even infinitesimal phenotypic effects (e.g., Weber et al. 1999; Weiss 2008; Flint and
Mackay 2009; Yang et al. 2010).
Various experimental and statistical procedures exist to characterize the genetic basis of reproductive isolation. Artificial
crosses have identified genetic regions associated with adaptive
phenotypic differences and reproductive isolation (e.g., Coyne
et al. 1998; Mackay 2001; Good et al. 2008). But crosses often lack sufficient recombination for fine-scale mapping, are not
practical for many organisms, and might not identify functional
variants that are relevant in natural populations (Buerkle and Lexer
2008; Weiss 2008). Alternatively, genome-wide association mapping uses linkage disequilibrium in natural populations to identify genetic markers associated with phenotypic variation (e.g.,
Aranzana et al. 2005; Cho et al. 2009). This approach ensures
that the variants identified are relevant in nature and enables finescale mapping, but requires a large sample size and many genetic
markers because less linkage disequilibrium generally exists in
natural populations than artificial crosses (Hirschhorn and Daly
2005). Also, association mapping can only identify variants that
segregate within populations, which means functional variants
that are fixed between species cannot be mapped. Most published genome-wide association mapping studies (GWAS) have
conducted independent tests of association for each SNP. These
methods rely on stringent significance threshold to detect associations, and often fail to identify small effect variants or estimate
the genetic architecture of traits (Manolio et al. 2009; Yang et al.
2010; Rockman 2012). Recently developed multilocus models
that use Bayesian variable selection regression for genome-wide
association mapping ameliorate these limitations (see the Methods section for details; Guan and Stephens 2011; Carbonetto and
Stephens 2012; Peltola et al. 2012).
Herein we use Bayesian variable selection regression to quantitatively describe aspects of the genetic architecture of two putative barriers to gene flow between the butterfly species Lycaeides

idas and L. melissa, male genitalic morphology and oviposition
preference. Both putative barriers are composed of a set of traits.
We address three specific questions regarding the genetic basis
of variation in male genitalic morphology and oviposition preference: (i) do functional variants with large effects contribute to
trait variation, (ii) do the same functional variants affect trait variation within and among populations, and (iii) does variation in
related traits (i.e., components of male morphology or oviposition preference) have a common genetic basis? Next, we consider
the genetic basis of these putative barriers to gene flow in the
context of genome divergence and ask whether genetic regions
associated with trait variation exhibit exceptional genetic differentiation between L. idas and L. melissa or exceptional introgression in admixed Lycaeides populations. Such an association
would be consistent with the hypothesis that variation in male
morphology or oviposition preference affects fitness and constitutes a barrier to gene flow, and that selection on these traits has
contributed to genome divergence. Conversely, the lack of an association between the genetics of male morphology or oviposition
preference and genetic differentiation or introgression could be
explained by multiple alternative hypotheses, which we describe
in the Discussion section.

Methods
STUDY SYSTEM

Lycaeides idas and L. melissa (Lepidoptera: Lycaenidae) diverged from one or more Eurasian ancestors that colonized North
America about 2.4 million years ago (Gompert et al. 2008a; Vila
et al. 2011). Reproductive isolation between these nominal species
is incomplete, and hybridization occurs in areas of secondary
contact (Gompert et al. 2008b, 2010). For example, admixed Lycaeides populations exist in the central Rocky mountains area,
specifically in Jackson Hole valley and the Gros Ventre mountains (Gompert et al. 2010). Hereafter, we refer to these admixed
populations collectively as Jackson Hole Lycaeides. These populations are not directly adjacent to nonadmixed L. idas or L.
melissa populations, and genetic data indicate that Jackson Hole
Lycaeides experience little or no ongoing gene flow with nonadmixed populations (Gompert et al. 2012b).
Nominal Lycaeides species and populations differ in male
genitalic morphology, wing pattern, habitat use, host plant use,
oviposition preference, male mate preference, egg adhesion, diapause, and voltinism, and many of these differences might act
as barriers to gene flow (Nabokov 1949; Fordyce et al. 2002;
Fordyce and Nice 2003; Lucas et al. 2008; Gompert et al. 2010,
2012a). In the current manuscript, we consider male genitalic
morphology and female oviposition preference in Lycaeides populations that occupy the central Rocky mountains (Fig. 1). The
posterior scleritized portion of the male genitalia interacts with
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Population sample locations for L. idas (triangles), L.
melissa (circles), and Jackson Hole Lycaeides (squares). See Table S1

Figure 1.

for population abbreviations.

female reproductive morphology during mating, and is thought
to be important for copulation (Nabokov 1949; Nice and Shapiro
1999). This structure is short and wide in L. idas, but long and thin
in L. melissa (Fig. 2; Lucas et al. 2008). Lycaeides mate on or near
their host plant, and differences in female oviposition preference
might indicate local adaptation and could limit interspecific gene
flow (Nice et al. 2002). Populations vary in host plant use, but
many L. idas populations in the central Rocky mountains feed on
Astragalus miser, whereas nearby L. melissa populations feed on
Medicago sativa or A. bisulcatus (Gompert et al. 2012a). Female
Lycaeides vary in oviposition preference, but often lay more eggs
on their natal host plant in choice tests (Gompert et al. 2012a).
Gompert et al. (2012b) documented considerable variation
across the genome in the magnitude of genetic differentiation between L. idas and L. melissa and introgression in Jackson Hole
Lycaeides based on 17,693 sequenced nucleotide polymorphisms.
Measures of genetic differentiation and introgression were consistent with the hypothesis that fitness in hybrids depends on

Photographs depict the posterior scleritized portion of
dissected male genitalia for L. melissa (A), Jackson Hole Lycaeides
(B), and L. idas (C). We measured five linear distances forearm
Figure 2.

length (F), humerelus length (H), uncus length (U), forearm width
(W), and elbow width (E). We also calculated four measurement
ratios: F by W, F by H, F plus H by E, and H by U.
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host plant or habitat and that genetic variants under divergent selection between geographically disjunct L. idas and L. melissa
populations also frequently affect hybrid fitness in Jackson Hole
Lycaeides. Specifically, a disproportionate number of the SNPs
that were most differentiated between L. idas and L. melissa exhibited excess L. idas ancestry in hybrids, and locus-specific estimates of genetic differentiation (FST ) between L. idas and L.
melissa were positively correlated with locus-specific introgression in hybrids (the absolute value of the genomic cline parameter
α; Gompert et al. 2012b).
Here, we build on the findings of Gompert et al. (2012b)
and investigate the relationship between genetic differentiation,
introgression, and aspects of the genetic architecture of trait differences that putatively function as barriers to gene flow. The current study is based on previously published DNA sequence data
(Gompert et al. 2012b) and phenotypic data from 116 L. idas (five
populations), 76 L. melissa (three populations), and 186 Jackson
Hole Lycaeides (five populations; Fig. 1, Table S1). We included
Jackson Hole Lycaeides in the current study because historical
admixture and recombination should break up parental genotype
combinations and facilitate association mapping (Pfaff et al. 2001;
Rieseberg and Buerkle 2002; Buerkle and Lexer 2008).
TRAIT VARIATION

We quantified genitalic morphology of 184 male Lycaeides
(Table S1). We removed the posterior-most abdominal segments
from each male butterfly and digested the soft tissues in hot
(100◦ C) 5 M potassium hydroxide. We then dissected and removed the scleritized portion of the male genitalia. We photographed the genitalia using a dissecting scope with an embedded
camera. We then measured forearm length (F), humerelus length
(H), uncus length (U), forearm width (W), and elbow width (E)
using the imagej software (Fig. 2). We also calculated four shape
measurements from the ratios of the length and width measurements (Fig. 2).
Female oviposition preference data were previously described and analyzed by Gompert et al. (2012a) to quantify phenotypic variation in Lycaeides. We included oviposition preference
data for 167 of those female butterflies in the current study (Table S1). As described by Gompert et al. (2012a), we placed individual, wild-caught adult female butterflies in oviposition chambers with a few sprigs of plant material from each of two host
plants, A. miser and M. sativa. We counted the number of eggs
laid by each female on each host plant species after two days. We
considered three measures of oviposition preference: the number
of eggs laid on A. miser (Num. Ast.), the number of eggs laid on
M. sativa (Num. Med.), and the proportion of eggs laid on A. miser
(Prop. Ast.).
Character correlations and the distribution of variation within
and among populations affect the interpretation of association
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mapping results. Thus, we quantified correlations among all male
genitalia and oviposition preference characters. We also estimated
the proportion of total variance in each trait partitioned among
populations. We estimated variance components in a linear model
with population as a random effect using restricted maximum likelihood and the R function lmer (Bates et al. 2011; R Development
Core Team 2011).
GENETIC VARIATION

The DNA sequence data analyzed in the current manuscript were
previously described and analyzed by Gompert et al. (2012b).
As described by Gompert et al. (2012b), we constructed reduced genomic complexity DNA libraries for each butterfly included in the morphological or oviposition preference analyses
using a restriction fragment-based procedure. We obtained approximately 110 million 108-base pair (bp) individual-indexed
short-read DNA sequences using the Illumina GAII platform.
We first performed a de novo assembly with a subset of the sequences to generate a reference sequence. We then assembled
the full sequence dataset to the reference using SeqMan xng
1.0.3.3 (DNASTAR). We used samtools 0.1.18 (Li et al.
2009), bcftools 0.1.18, and custom Perl scripts to identify
variable sites in the assembly and count the number of sequences
containing each of two nucleotides for each variable site and individual. We designated 119,677 bi-allelic variable sites (single
nucleotide polymorphisms or SNPs) distributed among 51,428 restriction fragments (genetic regions) with a mean of 2.2 sequences
per individual per SNP. See Gompert et al. (2012b) for a detailed
description of the sequence data, assembly, and variant calling.
The physical and genetic map locations of the SNPs are unknown.
We estimated genotypes and population allele frequencies
using a hierarchical Bayesian model. Gompert et al. (2012b)
used a similar model with these data, but unlike the model described by Gompert et al. (2012b), the analyses in this manuscript
incorporated sequence errors and included a conditional prior
that describes the genome-wide distribution of allele frequencies
(denoted by θ). We describe the new model in the Supporting
Information. We allowed the sequence error rate to differ among
SNPs. We calculated the mean error probability for each variable site from the base alignment qualities, which we obtained
using the mpileup command in samtools 0.1.18 (Li et al.
2009), and used this value as the site-specific error probability.
We obtained samples from the joint posterior probability distribution of genotypes (g), allele frequencies (p), and θ using
Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC). We ran two 26,000 iteration chains for each population with a 1000 iteration burn-in. We
recorded parameter values every 10th iteration, and we verified
likely convergence to the stationary distribution using qualitative and quantitative analysis of sample histories and parameter
estimates.

We estimated two measures of Hardy–Weinberg and linkage
disequilibrium for each population and pair of variable sites to
quantify statistical associations among SNPs. The first measure,
Burrow’s , is a composite measure of intralocus and interlocus
disequilibria and is estimated directly from genotype frequencies (Weir 1979). The second measure, which is a standardized
composite measure of intralocus and interlocus disequilibria, is

given by  = MAX
as described by Zaykin (2004). We used

a Monte Carlo method to estimate ˆik = g E[ik |g]P(g) and



ˆik
= g E[ik
|g]P(g) for each pair of variables sites (each SNP
i by SNP k).
GENETIC ARCHITECTURE OF TRAIT VARIATION

We used the Bayesian variable selection regression model proposed by Guan and Stephens (2011) and implemented in the
computer software pimass to quantify aspects of the genetic architecture of male genitalic morphology and female oviposition
preference in Lycaeides butterflies. With this method, we were
able to simultaneously evaluate alternative models with different
subsets of SNPs and generate model-averaged parameter estimates. We assumed a linear model for phenotype (y), such that
P(y|γ, τ, μ, β, ĝ) ∼ N(μ + βγ gˆγ , τ). Here, μ is the mean phenotype, 1τ is the residual variance, β is the vector of regression
coefficients, γ is a vector of binary indicator variables that indicate which SNPs are in the model, and βγ is the vector of
regression coefficients for SNPs that are in the model (Table 1;
Guan and Stephens 2011). ĝ is a matrix that contains the posterior expected value of the genotype for each SNP i and indi
vidual j, gˆi j = y={0,1,2} y P(gi j = y|xi j , pi , θ). Genetic regions
that harbor SNPs statistically associated with phenotypic variation are identified by the posterior distribution of γ, and the β
are estimates of the phenotypic effect associated with each SNP.
The model contains additional parameters that are estimated from
the data and describe higher level aspects of the genetic architecture of the trait (Table 1). These include the proportion of variance
explained by the SNPs (PVE), the conditional prior probability
of a SNP being included in the model ( pSNP ), the number of
SNPs in the regression model (NSNP ), and the average phenotypic
effect associated with a SNP that is in the model (σSNP ). Importantly, estimates of the regression coefficients (β) and genetic
architecture parameters (PVE, NSNP , and σSNP ) incorporate uncertainty regarding which SNPs are associated with trait variation,
ˆ is the expected
e.g., β̂i = E[βi |γi = 1]P(γi = 1). Similarly, σSNP
value of βγ , rather than the expected value of β̂ for the subset of
genetic markers with posterior inclusion probabilities greater than
an arbitrary threshold.
A second key advantage of the Bayesian variable selection
regression method is that the effects of SNPs in the model are
controlled for when considering whether additional SNPs should
be added to the model (Guan and Stephens 2011). This aspect of
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Table 1.

Descriptions of key Bayesian variable selection regression and population genomic parameters, analyses, and sets of loci.

Symbol

Description

β
βγ
PVE
pSNP
NSNP
σSNP
FST

Regression coefficients that describe the additive phenotypic effect associated with each SNP
Regression coefficients for the subset of SNPs in the model
A parameter that describes the proportion of phenotypic variation explained by all of the SNPs in the model
The prior probability that a SNP is included in the model
The number of SNPs included in the model; this parameter is an estimate of the number of functional variants
A parameter that describes the average additive effect of a SNP included in the model
A locus-specific evolutionary parameter that describes the expected variance in allele frequencies among populations
or species
A parameter in the Bayesian genomic cline model describes the expected locus-specific ancestry in hybrids

α
LN

(Lycaeides naive) regression analysis that includes all butterflies with no adjustment for population structure;
incorporates interspecific and interpopulation genetic variation
(Admixed naive) regression analysis that includes only butterflies from the admixed populations; incorporates
variation segregating in hybrids
(Lycaeides population residuals) regression analysis that removes the effects of population structure; only measures
intrapopulation genetic variation
Posterior inclusion probability; we refer to the 0.1% of genetic regions with the highest posterior inclusion
probabilities as “highest PIP regions”
The set of genetic regions with a PIP greater than 0.01

AN
LR
PIP
PIP0.01

the model should reduce (but not negate) the tendency of population structure to result in many false positives, because in model
selection, those SNPs already in the model can control for population structure and make the addition of a spuriously associated
SNP less likely.
We conducted three analyses to quantitatively describe the
genetic basis of each trait: the Lycaeides naive (LN) analysis, the
admixed naive (AN) analysis, and the Lycaeides population residuals (AR) analysis (Table 1). We designed these analyses to test
for SNP-by-trait associations and estimate aspects of the genetic
architecture of male morphology and oviposition preference in
ways that differentially emphasize intraspecific and interspecific
variation. In the LN analysis, we included butterflies from all
populations without adjusting variables for population structure.
This analysis was partially confounded by population structure
(genome-average FST for L. idas × L. melissa was 0.074; Gompert et al. 2012b), but was more likely to identify SNPs associated
with functional variants that differed in frequency among populations or species. And, as stated in the previous paragraph, the effect
of population structure on Bayesian variable regression selection
is reduced relative to traditional methods that evaluate marker-bytrait associations one at a time. In the AN analysis, we included
only butterflies from the five admixed populations (i.e., Jackson
Hole Lycaeides). This analysis might allow us to identify SNPs associated with functional variants that were segregating in Jackson
Hole Lycaeides, and that explain species-level phenotypic differences between L. idas and L. melissa. In general, recombination
and independent assortment should erode linkage disequilibrium
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in hybrids relative to the combined parental populations. This benefit should be especially pronounced in Jackson Hole Lycaeides,
because these admixed populations exhibit little or no population
structure and little variation in hybrid index (genome average FST
for pairs of admixed populations was between 0.002 and 0.004;
Gompert et al. 2012b). In the LR analysis, we calculated the differn j
ence between the population mean genotype ( n1j
j gˆi j , where
the sum is over the individuals in a population) or phenotype and
the grand mean genotype (g¯ˆi. ) or phenotype for each SNP, trait,
and population, and subtracted this difference from each butterfly’s posterior expected genotype (gˆi j ) or phenotype. We then
analyzed the population-adjusted genotypes and phenotypes for
butterflies from all populations. This analysis fully removed the
confounding effects of population structure, but could only identify SNPs associated with functional variants that explain within
population trait variation. We normal quantile transformed the
phenotypic data for each trait prior to the analyses as suggested
by Guan and Stephens (2011).
We used the computer software pimass (Guan and Stephens
2011) to obtain MCMC samples from the joint posterior probability distribution of the model parameters. We placed a uniform
prior on log pSNP with lower bound log( N1g ) and upper bound
log( 100
), where N g is the total number of SNPs. For each analNg
ysis, we used three 4 × 106 iteration chains. We discarded the
first 105 iterations as a burn-in, and recorded the parameter values every 400th iteration. We calculated the posterior inclusion
probability for each genetic region by estimating the probability
that one or more SNPs in the genetic region was associated with
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phenotypic variation (we defined a genetic region as the continuous 92 bp DNA sequence that was sequenced from one end of a
restriction fragment).
We used genetic region posterior inclusion probabilities to
determine whether the same genetic regions were associated with
phenotypic variation in different analyses or for different traits. We
considered the 0.1% of genetic regions (≈50 genetic regions) with
the highest posterior inclusion probabilities for each analysis and
trait (hereafter, highest PIP regions). First, for each trait and each
pair of analyses, we calculated the number of highest PIP regions
identified in both analyses and the number of shared highest PIP
regions expected by chance (i.e., assuming independent genetic
region-by-trait associations in the different analyses). Likewise,
for each analysis and each pair of morphological or behavioral
traits, we calculated the number of highest PIP regions found for
both traits and the number of shared highest PIP regions expected
by chance.

GENOME DIVERGENCE AND GENETIC
REGION-BY-TRAIT ASSOCIATIONS

Next, we asked whether genetic regions with the highest posterior
inclusion probabilities resided in regions of the genome characterized by specific patterns of genetic differentiation or introgression. Divergent selection causes elevated genetic differentiation
in the vicinity of the selected variants, and nonrandom mating or
selection in hybrids causes exceptional introgression of chromosomal segments that contain the causal alleles (Barton and Hewitt
1989; Beaumont and Nichols 1996; Nosil et al. 2009; Gompert
et al. 2012c). Consequently, an association between the genetic
basis of trait variation and genetic differentiation or introgression
is expected if trait variation affects fitness in L. idas, L. melissa,
or admixed populations. We previously quantified locus-specific
genetic differentiation between L. idas and L. melissa and introgression in Jackson Hole Lycaeides using a subset (17,693 SNPs
with a minor allele frequency greater than 0.1) of the sequence
data used for association mapping (Gompert et al. 2012b). We
quantified genetic differentiation between L. idas and L. melissa
with the evolutionary parameter FST , in the context of a hierarchical Bayesian F-model (Gompert et al. 2012b). Specifically,
we allowed FST to vary among SNPs, and we modeled the locus FST parameters dependent on a genome-average FST and the
genome-wide variance in FST . We quantified introgression with a
parameter, α, that specifies an increased (positive values of α) or
decreased (negative values of α) probability of locus-specific L.
idas ancestry in a hybrid relative to null expectations from hybrid
index (Gompert et al. 2012b). We estimated α using the Bayesian
genomic cline model proposed by Gompert and Buerkle (2011),
with modifications described by Gompert et al. (2012b). We took
the largest estimates of FST and |α| for any SNP in a genetic region

(i.e., residing in the same restriction fragment) as the estimate of
FST and α for that genetic region.
For each association mapping analysis and trait, we calculated the mean genetic region FST and |α| for (i) highest PIP
regions and (ii) any regions with a posterior inclusion probability
greater than or equal to 0.01 (hereafter, PIP0.01 regions). We then
repeatedly (10,000 times) permuted FST or |α| values among genetic regions to calculate the probability of obtaining a mean FST
or |α| for these sets of genetic regions that is as high or higher
than the observed mean under the null hypothesis that posterior
inclusion probabilities and FST or |α| were independent.

Results
TRAIT VARIATION

We detected large positive correlations among male genitalia
length measurements (i.e., F, H, and U; Fig. S1), consistent with
previous studies (Nice and Shapiro 1999; Lucas et al. 2008; Gompert et al. 2010). In general, correlations with width and ratio
measurements were weaker, but, as expected, ratio measurements
were often correlated with one or more of their component measurements. We detected a weak positive correlation between the
number of eggs laid on A. miser and the number of eggs laid on
M. sativa (Fig. S2). We found a positive correlation between the
proportion of eggs laid on A. miser and the number of eggs laid
on A. miser, and a negative correlation between the proportion of
eggs laid on A. miser and the number of eggs laid on M. sativa.
Much of the variation in male genitalic morphology, particularly
for length and ratio traits, was partitioned among populations
(29.3–89.7% of the variation; Table S2). Considerably less of the
variation in male genitalia width traits and oviposition preference
was partitioned among populations (less than 14.1%).
GENETIC VARIATION

Genome-wide genetic diversity (θ) was greater, on average, in
admixed populations than nonadmixed populations, but this difference was minor (Figs. 3A). The allele frequency distribution
in each population was distinctly U-shaped, meaning that most
SNPs had one rather common and one rather rare allele (Figs. 3B
and S3). Deviations from Hardy–Weinberg and linkage equilibrium () were generally low, but were higher for SNPs in the
same restriction fragment (i.e., genetic region) than SNPs in different genetic regions (Fig. 3C). Evidence of nonzero deviations
from Hardy–Weinberg or linkage equilibrium was apparent for a
greater number of loci based on the scaled measure of composite
disequilibrium ( ; Fig. 3D). But, the possible values of  are
quite restricted by MAX and MIN causing an excess of loci with
high  , particularly when high- and low-frequency alleles are
common (Zaykin 2004). Unlike estimates of , estimates of 
were higher, on average, in admixed populations than nonadmixed
populations (Fig. 3).
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Figure 3. Plots summarize genetic variation (A) and (B) and disequilibria in Lycaeides (C) and (D). Pane A displays estimates of genetic
diversity (θ) for each population. We show the 95% ETPI with solid vertical lines. We define population abbreviations in Table S1 . Dotted

vertical lines in pane A separate L. melissa (left), Jackson Hole Lycaeides (center), and L. idas (right) populations. Pane B is a histogram of
the estimated reference allele frequency for all loci in the BCR population. The allele frequency distributions for the other populations
are similar (Fig. S3). Panes C and D depict empirical quantiles of the distribution of pairwise composite disequilibria (; C) and scaled
pairwise composite disequilibrium ( =   ; D): L. idas = solid lines; Jackson Hole Lycaeides = dashed lines; L. melissa = dotted lines.
MAX
We denote disequilibria quantiles for pairs of variable sites sequenced on a single DNA fragment (i.e., variables sites within 100 bp of
each other) with black lines and quantiles for other pairs of loci with gray lines.

GENETIC ARCHITECTURE OF TRAIT VARIATION

The SNP data explained a considerable proportion of variation in male genitalia length and ratio measurements in the LN
 = 0.329 − 0.818; Table 2). These traits also difanalysis (PVE
fered most among populations (Table S2). The SNP data explained a more modest, but nonnegligible, proportion of variation
in male genitalia width measurements and oviposition prefer = 0.066 − 0.251). Similarly, the SNP data explained
ence (PVE
a modest proportion of phenotypic variation in the AN analy-
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 = 0.049–0.241; Table 3), and somewhat less of the
sis (PVE
 = 0.048–0.095;
phenotypic variation in the LR analysis (PVE
Table 4). Point estimates of genetic architecture parameters for
most traits implicated a modest number of SNPs (LN, N̂SNP =
13–63; AN, N̂SNP = 9–20; LR, N̂SNP = 11–17; Tables 2–4),
with measurable average effects (LN, σ̂SNP = 0.367–0.658; AN,
σ̂SNP = 0.443–0.638; LR, σ̂SNP = 0.428–0.521; effect sizes are
measured in standard deviations). Importantly, for most traits and
analyses, 95% equal-tail probability intervals (ETPIs) for genetic
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Table 2. Genetic architecture parameter estimates and 95% ETPI for the naive analysis with all populations (LN analysis). The parameters
are the proportion of variance explained (PVE), the conditional prior probability of a SNP being in the model ( pSNP ), the number of SNPs

in the model (NSNP ), and the average phenotypic effect associated with a SNP in the regression model (σSNP ).

Trait

PVE

pSNP

NSNP

σSNP

F
H
U
W
E
F/W
F/H
[F+H]/E
H/U
Num. Ast.
Num. Med.
Prop. Ast.

0.818 (0.764−0.857)
0.507 (0.381−0.606)
0.621 (0.521−0.701)
0.157 (0.029−0.315)
0.066 (0.002−0.232)
0.677 (0.587−0.745)
0.693 (0.603−0.762)
0.508 (0.381−0.614)
0.329 (0.195−0.475)
0.251 (0.079−0.407)
0.081 (0.003−0.290)
0.180 (0.023−0.358)

0.00014 (3e-05−0.00052)
0.00052 (1e-04−0.00088)
0.00023 (3e-05−0.00076)
0.00021 (1e-05−0.00082)
0.00012 (1e-05−0.00077)
0.00022 (4e-05−0.00073)
0.00021 (3e-05−0.00074)
0.00022 (2e-05−0.00077)
0.00015 (1e-05−0.00076)
0.00029 (2e-05−0.00083)
0.00011 (1e-05−0.00076)
0.00026 (2e-05−0.00082)

16 (4−60)
63 (16−99)
27 (4−90)
26 (2−95)
14 (1−91)
27 (6−87)
25 (4−88)
26 (4−91)
18 (2−90)
34 (3−96)
13 (1−90)
32 (2−96)

0.658 (0.376−0.942)
0.367 (0.255−0.647)
0.488 (0.288−0.939)
0.370 (0.131−1.670)
0.393 (0.084−2.982)
0.500 (0.307−0.856)
0.526 (0.310−0.940)
0.484 (0.274−0.968)
0.456 (0.226−1.148)
0.422 (0.193−1.303)
0.462 (0.090−3.012)
0.395 (0.139−1.558)

Genetic architecture parameter estimates and 95% ETPI for the naive analysis with admixed populations (AN analysis). The
parameters are described in Table 2.

Table 3.

Trait

PVE

pSNP

NSNP

σSNP

F
H
U
W
E
F/W
F/H
[F+H]/E
H/U
Num. Ast.
Num. Med.
Prop. Ast.

0.132 (0.003−0.373)
0.241 (0.015−0.489)
0.059 (0.001−0.277)
0.093 (0.002−0.323)
0.074 (0.001−0.296)
0.102 (0.003−0.333)
0.065 (0.001−0.293)
0.11 (0.003−0.341)
0.049 (0.001−0.247)
0.172 (0.007−0.391)
0.11 (0.003−0.343)
0.155 (0.005−0.388)

0.00011 (1e-05−0.00077)
0.00013 (1e-05−0.00076)
9e-05 (1e-05−0.00076)
0.00012 (1e-05−0.00077)
1e-04 (1e-05−0.00076)
0.00014 (1e-05−0.00079)
1e-04 (1e-05−0.00077)
0.00016 (1e-05−0.00079)
7e-05 (1e-05−7e-04)
0.00015 (1e-05−0.00079)
0.00017 (1e-05−8e-04)
0.00014 (1e-05−0.00077)

13 (1−92)
15 (1−90)
11 (1−90)
14 (1−91)
12 (1−90)
16 (1−93)
12 (1−92)
20 (1−93)
9 (1−83)
17 (1−93)
20 (1−94)
17 (1−91)

0.543 (0.113−3.302)
0.638 (0.177−2.22)
0.478 (0.091−4.571)
0.482 (0.103−3.472)
0.487 (0.094−4.497)
0.466 (0.101−3.209)
0.474 (0.091−4.105)
0.443 (0.103−3.075)
0.508 (0.093−5.277)
0.536 (0.144−2.865)
0.443 (0.102−3.052)
0.526 (0.139−2.964)

Table 4.

Genetic architecture parameter estimates and 95% ETPI for the population-mean-adjusted (LR) analysis. The parameters are

described in Table 2.

Trait

PVE

pSNP

NSNP

σSNP

F
H
U
W
E
F/W
F/H
[F+H]/E
H/U
Num. Ast.
Num. Med.
Prop. Ast.

0.070 (0.002−0.258)
0.093 (0.004−0.280)
0.051 (0.001−0.224)
0.051 (0.002−0.214)
0.048 (0.001−0.209)
0.065 (0.002−0.239)
0.095 (0.003−0.312)
0.068 (0.002−0.252)
0.069 (0.002−0.265)
0.059 (0.002−0.243)
0.090 (0.003−0.284)
0.067 (0.002−0.271)

0.00012 (1e-05−0.00077)
0.00014 (1e-05−0.00078)
9e-05 (1e-05−0.00075)
0.00011 (1e-05−0.00077)
9e-05 (1e-05−0.00076)
9e-05 (1e-05−0.00072)
0.00014 (1e-05−0.00078)
0.00012 (1e-05−0.00077)
0.00013 (1e-05−0.00076)
0.00011 (1e-05−0.00078)
0.00014 (1e-05−0.00079)
9e-05 (1e-05−0.00076)

14 (1−92)
17 (1−92)
11 (1−88)
13 (1−91)
11 (1−91)
11 (1−86)
17 (1−92)
15 (1−90)
16 (1−91)
14 (1−92)
17 (1−93)
11 (1−90)

0.464 (0.094−2.930)
0.482 (0.108−2.739)
0.466 (0.091−3.255)
0.430 (0.084−3.324)
0.450 (0.088−3.367)
0.521 (0.104−3.454)
0.458 (0.108−2.632)
0.460 (0.095−2.827)
0.428 (0.093−2.772)
0.446 (0.087−3.193)
0.468 (0.102−3.374)
0.520 (0.096−4.548)
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Table 5. The number of genetic regions with posterior inclusion
probabilities greater than or equal to the 99.9th empirical quantile

for two sets of analyses. The expected number of shared genetic
regions if posterior inclusion probabilities for pairs of traits are
1
independent is less than one (approximately 20
; LN = all Lycaeides,
naive analysis; AN = admixed populations, naive analysis; LR = all
Lycaeides, population-mean-adjusted analysis).

Trait

LN×AN

LN×LR

AN×LR

F
H
U
W
E
F/W
F/H
[F+H]/E
H/U
Num. Ast.
Num. Med.
Prop. Ast.

2
4
1
7
6
3
6
3
6
9
12
5

2
1
1
6
11
5
8
5
9
4
10
1

1
2
6
3
4
4
5
6
5
1
3
2

architecture parameters were quite large. For example, in the AN
analysis of F, the 95% ETPIs included 1–92 SNPs (NSNP ) with
an average effect of 0.113–3.302 (σSNP ).
Model-averaged estimates of the phenotypic effects associated with the SNPs (β̂) varied among traits and analyses (Fig. S4).
For example, considering only SNPs with posterior inclusion
probabilities greater than 0.01 (e.g., Table 4), we detected a single
SNP with β̂ greater than 0.5 in the LN analysis of forearm length
(F) and many SNPs with quite small effects, but estimates of β̂
were less than 0.2 for all SNPs in the AN and LR analyses of
F (Figs. S4A–C). We identified fewer SNPs with large β̂ for the
proportion of eggs laid on A. miser (Figs. S4G–I). The estimated
effect of each SNP is an average over models including and excluding the SNP and will generally be less than the average effect
of an associated SNP, σSNP (when a SNP is not in the model β = 0;
Guan and Stephens 2011).
The distribution of posterior inclusion probabilities for genetic regions varied considerably among traits and analyses
(Fig. S5), and we based maker-trait association comparisons on
the 0.1% of genetic regions (approximately 50) with the highest
posterior inclusion probabilities (highest PIP regions). For each
trait, highest PIP regions identified in one analysis were identified
as highest PIP regions in other analyses more often than expected
by chance. Specifically, there were 1–11 shared highest PIP regions for each trait and shared highest PIP regions occurred 17.4–
219.8 more times than expected if marker-trait associations were
independent among different analyses (Table 5). More highest PIP
regions were also shared among traits than expected by chance.
This pattern was particularly evident in the LN analysis for male
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genitalia length measurements, male genitalia ratio measurements
and their component length measurements, and oviposition preference measurements (Table S3). This pattern persisted, but was
less apparent in the LR analysis (Table 6). Finally, we detected
more highest PIP regions that were shared between male genitalic
morphology and oviposition preference traits in the AN analysis
than in other analyses (Table S4).
GENOME DIVERGENCE AND GENETIC
REGION-BY-TRAIT ASSOCIATIONS

Mean FST for (i) highest PIP regions or (ii) genetic regions with
posterior inclusion probabilities greater than or equal to 0.01
(PIP0.01 regions) was greater than expected under the null hypothesis of no association between FST and whether a SNP was
associated with male genitalic morphology traits in the LN analysis (Fig. 4, Table 7). Likewise, mean |α| for these genetic regions
was greater than expected under this null hypothesis for most male
genitalic morphology traits in the LN analysis. Interestingly, several genetic regions with very high FST and |α| were associated
with variation in multiple male genitalic morphology traits in the
LN analysis (Fig. 4). We found evidence for an association between FST or |α| and highest PIP regions for a few specific male
genitalia traits in the AN or LR analysis (e.g., W in the LR analysis), but we found little to no evidence of such an association for
most male genitalia traits (Table 7). Mean |α| for (i) highest PIP
regions, or (ii) PIP0.01 regions was greater than expected under the
null hypothesis of no association between |α| and whether a SNP
was associated with oviposition preference parameters in several
instances, but we did not detect a similar pattern for mean FST
(Fig. 4, Table 7).

Discussion
We found that a modest number of SNPs explained a small to
large proportion of the variation in male genitalic morphology
and oviposition preference and had nonnegligible average effects
(Tables 2–4). Although phenotypic variation was best explained
by this moderately complex genetic architecture, parameter estimates exhibited considerable uncertainty and in many cases, we
could not exclude considerably simpler or more complex genetic
architectures. The SNP data explained more variation in male
 ≥ 0.329)
genitalia length and ratio traits in the LN analysis (PVE

than variation in other traits and analyses (PVE ≤ 0.251). Genitalia length and ratio traits differed more among populations than
the genitalia width and oviposition traits (Table S2), and population structure elevates linkage disequilibrium (when treating all
populations as a single unit), even among unlinked variants (e.g.,
Price et al. 2006; Rosenberg and Nordborg 2006). This means
that statistical associations in the LN analysis for genitalia length
and ratio traits are more likely to occur without physical linkage
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The number of genetic regions with posterior inclusion probabilities greater than or equal to the 99.9th empirical quantile for
each pair of traits. The expected number of shared genetic regions if posterior inclusion probabilities for pairs of traits are independent is

Table 6.

1
less than one (approximately 20
). Genitalic measurements F, H, U, W, E, F/W, F/H, [F+H]/E, and H/U are depicted in Figure 2, and oviposition
traits are the number or proportion of eggs laid on Medicago or Astragalus. These results are for the population-mean-adjusted analysis

that includes all Lycaeides populations (LR analysis; see Figs. S3 and S4 for the LN and AN analyses).

F
H
U
W
E
F/W
F/H
[F+H]/E
H/U
Num. Ast.
Num. Med.
Prop. Ast.

F

H

U

W

E

F/W

F/H

[F+H]/E

H/U

Num.Ast.

Num.Med.

Prop.Ast.

52
2
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
0
0

2
52
1
1
0
0
1
0
0
0
0
0

1
1
53
0
0
0
1
0
2
0
0
0

0
1
0
53
0
17
0
0
1
0
0
3

0
0
0
0
53
1
0
22
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
17
1
54
0
1
0
0
0
0

0
1
1
0
0
0
52
0
3
0
0
1

0
0
0
0
22
1
0
54
1
0
0
0

0
0
2
1
0
0
3
1
52
0
0
1

1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
50
0
2

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
52
2

0
0
0
3
0
0
1
0
1
2
2
56

between a SNP and a functional variant than statistical associations in the AN and LR analyses, and this difference could explain
differences in the proportion of variance explained for different
traits and analyses. Additional factors that might contribute to differences in the proportion of the variation explained for each trait
and analysis include differences in heritability or in the proportion
of functional variants with infinitesimal effects.
Average effect size estimates support the hypothesis that
functional variants with moderate to large effects on male genitalic morphology and oviposition preference exist (e.g., σ̂SNP was
between 0.367 and 0.638 standard deviations for the AN and LR
analyses). Different effect size distributions are expected under
different ecological conditions (Kopp and Hermisson 2009). Colonization of a novel host plant species should cause an abrupt
change in the plant morphology and chemistry encountered by
ovipositing female butterflies, and might select for novel oviposition behaviors. Thus, the oviposition preference genetic architecture parameter estimates are consistent with theory that predicts
moderate and large effect alleles to contribute to adaptation following a sudden and discrete change in the optimal phenotype
(Orr 1998, 2005). This same theory might explain known large
effect alleles associated with adaptation to freshwater lakes in
sticklebacks (Colosimo et al. 2005) or discrete mimicry groups in
Heliconius butterflies (Joron et al. 2006; Reed et al. 2011).
One or more highest PIP genetic regions were shared among
the three analyses for each trait (Table 5). These results are consistent with the hypothesis that some of the same functional variants
affect phenotypic variation within and among Lycaeides populations and species (a similar result was found in Helianthus; Lexer
et al. 2005). Similarly, and perhaps not surprisingly, some of the
same genetic regions were statistically associated with multiple

traits, especially correlated traits (Tables 6, S3, and S4). Thus,
phenotypic correlations were likely caused, at least in part, by
a shared genetic architecture. But, in some cases, we detected
major differences in genetic architecture despite phenotypic correlations. For example, despite the strong positive correlation between the male genitalia length traits F and H (r = 0.732) and
several shared highest PIP genetic regions, genetic architecture
parameter estimates from the LN analysis suggest that variation
in F was determined by fewer loci with larger effects ( N̂SNP = 16,
95% ETPI = 4–60; σ̂SNP = 0.66, 95% ETPI = 0.38–0.94), than
variation in H ( N̂SNP = 63, 95% ETPI = 16–99; σ̂SNP = 0.37,
95% ETPI = 0.26–0.65). Interestingly, there was more evidence
for the same genetic regions being associated with both male genitalic morphology and oviposition preference in the AN analysis
than the other analyses. This result might be expected if novel statistical associations among functional variants arose by selection
or genetic drift in Jackson Hole Lycaeides following admixture.
GENETIC DIFFERENTIATION, INTROGRESSION, AND
THE GENETICS OF BARRIERS TO GENE FLOW

Many genetic regions associated with male genitalic variation
in the LN analysis were quite differentiated between L. idas
and L. melissa (i.e., high FST ) and contained elevated L. idas
or L. melissa ancestry in Jackson Hole Lycaeides (i.e., high |α|;
Table 7, Fig. 4). This result is consistent with the hypothesis that
morphological variation in male genitalia affects fitness and has
limited gene flow between L. idas and L. melissa. Quantitative
trait loci for adaptive phenotype differences between species or
populations have also been documented in highly differentiated
genetic regions in lake whitefish (Rogers and Bernatchez 2005,
2007), Heliconius butterflies (Nadeau et al. 2012), and three-spine
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Scatter plots depict the relationship between FST , cline parameter α, and posterior inclusion probabilities for each genetic
region and character: forearm length (A), humerelus length (B), uncus length (C), forearm width (D), elbow width (E), F by W (F), F by

Figure 4.

H (G), F plus H by E (H), H by U (I), number of eggs on Astragalus (J), number of eggs on Medicago (K), and proportion of eggs on
Astragalus. We denote FST and α for each genetic region with gray closed circles. We use the larger estimate of FST and α when multiple
variable sites occur within a genetic region. We denote genetic regions with modest to high posterior inclusion probabilities with colored
symbols, where the symbol gives the analysis and the color gives the strength of evidence: all Lycaeides, naive analysis (LN; open circle);
admixed populations, naive analysis (AN; +); all Lycaeides, population-mean-adjusted analysis (LR; ×); posterior inclusion probability
<0.01 (orange), posterior inclusion probability <0.05 (blue), posterior inclusion probability <0.1(dark red).
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Probability of mean FST or |α| for genetic regions with posterior inclusion probabilities (i) greater than or equal to the 99.9th
empirical quantile [highest PIP regions; P (F|q) or P (α|q)], or (ii) greater than or equal to 0.01 [PIP0.01 regions; P (F| p) or P (α| p)] under

Table 7.

the null hypothesis that posterior inclusion probability and FST or |α| are independent (LN = all Lycaeides, naive analysis; AN = admixed
populations, naive analysis; LR = all Lycaeides, population-mean-adjusted analysis). Probabilities less than 0.05 are in bold font.

LN

AN

LR

Trait

P(F|q)

P(α|q)

P(F| p)

P(α| p)

P(F|q)

P(α|q)

P(F| p)

P(α| p)

P(F|q)

P(α|q)

P(F| p)

P(α| p)

F
H
U
W
E
F/W
F/H
[F+H]/E
H/U
Num. Ast.
Num. Med.
Prop. Ast.

0.0000
0.0006
0.0000
0.0089
0.0033
0.0000
0.0000
0.0005
0.0000
0.5771
0.5407
0.3963

0.0001
0.4691
0.0000
0.5158
0.3766
0.0323
0.0000
0.0072
0.0000
0.0225
0.1285
0.5252

0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0073
0.0196
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.5286
0.6291
0.3809

0.0000
0.0004
0.0000
0.5463
0.4779
0.0841
0.0000
0.0306
0.0000
0.0257
0.2973
0.4277

0.3946
0.1897
0.2249
0.4908
0.3539
0.0364
0.2944
0.1746
0.2215
0.4541
0.5826
0.3536

0.3125
0.4453
0.5525
0.6953
0.1567
0.7242
0.3776
0.0187
0.5533
0.2342
0.0323
0.0741

0.2319
0.0614
0.3529
0.5328
0.5057
0.3857
0.5138
0.5194
0.3473
0.6721
0.1794
0.3665

0.1819
0.7754
0.7220
0.8516
0.5931
0.3670
0.6144
0.6579
0.7131
0.0792
0.1135
0.3121

0.4993
0.1042
0.2615
0.0329
0.3941
0.2463
0.4887
0.1678
0.2547
0.7608
0.4945
0.3974

0.8529
0.0629
0.3155
0.2441
0.1939
0.4281
0.0169
0.2274
0.3151
0.4723
0.2113
0.0160

0.4026
0.2257
0.5441
0.1812
0.4941
0.5789
0.5187
0.7031
0.5369
0.1637
0.6147
0.1086

0.4371
0.1023
0.6242
0.4111
0.2552
0.6984
0.1912
0.4830
0.6262
0.0154
0.1105
0.3771

sticklebacks (Hohenlohe et al. 2010). This pattern might be expected because male genitalic morphology varies considerably
among populations. Thus, allele frequencies must vary among
populations at genetic variants that affect male genitalic morphology, and linkage disequilibrium between these functional variants
and a subset of sequenced SNPs with similar interpopulation allele
frequency differences is expected because of population structure
even without physical linkage. But the association with introgression is more remarkable, and is consistent with the hypothesis
that a combination of alleles that conferred more L. idas-like or L.
melissa-like male genitalia were favored by selection following
admixture in Jackson Hole Lycaeides. Similarly, for some oviposition preference traits and analyses, genetic regions associated
with trait variation were characterized by elevated L. idas or L.
melissa ancestry in Jackson Hole Lycaeides (Table 7, Fig. 4). This
result is consistent with the hypothesis that oviposition preference
affects migrant or hybrid fitness, and that selection on oviposition
preference occurred in Jackson Hole Lycaeides. These admixed
populations feed on the L. idas host plant, A. miser, and the mean
preference in these populations exceeds that in L. idas populations
(Gompert et al. 2012a), which could be explained by selection following transgressive segregation in hybrids (e.g., Rieseberg et al.
2003a,b). Conversely, we found little correspondence between genetic regions associated with morphological variation in the AN
or LR analyses and patterns of genetic differentiation or introgression (Table 7, Fig. 4). This discordance could mean that, unlike
interspecific genitalic variation, intrapopulation variation in male
genitalic morphology has little effect on fitness.
Caution is required when interpreting the relationship
between trait genetics and genetic differentiation or introgression

because (i) we studied a subset of the traits that might affect fitness,
and (ii) genetic differentiation and introgression provide only limited information about underlying population genetic processes. If
an unmeasured trait was under selection and was correlated with
one of the measured traits, the genetic regions associated with
variation in the measured trait might exhibit exceptional genetic
differentiation even if the measured trait variation was neutral.
The possibility for a spurious association between genetic regions
that explain trait variation and exceptionally differentiated genetic
regions could be exacerbated by population structure, and this
phenomenon could explain the concordance between the set of
male genitalic morphology highest PIP regions and the set of genetic regions with high FST . But population structure coupled with
selection on unmeasured traits would be much less likely to affect
introgression in hybrids, because recombination and independent
assortment in an admixed population rapidly erodes statistical
associations between physically unlinked functional variants and
phenotypes (Buerkle and Lexer 2008). A second consideration
is that genetic differentiation and introgression are affected by
genetic drift and selection, and drift could contribute substantially to heterogeneous introgression, particularly if in small
populations or if selection is weak (Morjan and Rieseberg 2004;
Charlesworth 2009; Gompert et al. 2012c). Moreover, the effect
of selection on genetic differentiation is determined by linkage
disequilibrium and the local recombination rate (Maynard-Smith
and Haigh 1974; Gillespie 2000; Hermisson and Pennings 2005),
and heterogeneous genetic differentiation might better reflect
variation in recombination rates than variation in selection
(Noor and Bennett 2009; Neafsey et al. 2010; Turner and Hahn
2010).
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LIMITATIONS OF THE CURRENT STUDY

Potential limitations of this study need to be acknowledged. First,
the potential confounding effect of population structure in association mapping studies is well known (e.g., Aranzana et al. 2005;
Price et al. 2006; Rosenberg and Nordborg 2006). Specifically,
if the mean phenotype differs among populations, SNPs with
allele frequency differences among populations might be statistically associated with trait variation even if they are not linked
to a functional variant. Methods exist to control for population
structure (e.g., Price et al. 2006), but these methods often also reduce one’s ability to identify SNPs that differ in frequency among
populations and are associated with functional variants. Thus, although the LN analysis might allow us to identify genetic regions
that control interspecific differences that could not be identified
in the LR analysis, these results must be interpreted cautiously
because of population structure. Importantly, in the presence of
population structure, analyses using Bayesian variable selection
regression models should be less likely to grossly overestimate the
number of associated SNPs or percent variance explained by the
SNPs than single-locus frequentist methods. This is true because
each SNP is not tested individually, and the subset of SNPs that
covary most with the functional variants will have high model inclusion probabilities and will control for population structure in a
manner analogous to including fixed population structure covariates. Nonetheless, the effect of population structure on Bayesian
multilocus association mapping requires further theoretical and
statistical analysis. So-called spurious associations (i.e., statistical associations not due to tight physical linkage) caused by
population structure would still be a serious problem if we were
interested in pursuing the identity of functional variants. But this
was not the aim of our study and would not be very practical based
on the genomic resources currently available for Lycaeides (we
currently lack a recombination-based or physical genetic map for
Lycaeides). Instead, we were interested in quantifying the number
and effects of functional variants, which simply required strong
statistical associations between SNPs and functional variants; the
cause(s) of these statistical associations were not really relevant.
A second limitation of the current study is that the posterior estimate of many genetic architecture model parameters
included substantial uncertainty. This uncertainty reflects the inherent complexity of genome-wide association mapping and the
modest number of individuals (fewer than 200 for each trait) and
SNPs (about 118,000) we were able to analyze. Additional SNPs
and individuals could be included in future studies, but considerable uncertainty might still persist if trait variation is affected by
both (i) functional variants with measurable, even large, effects
(as suggested by this study), and (ii) many additional functional
variants with infinitesimal effects (e.g., Rockman 2012). Lastly,
we quantified aspects of genetic basis of two sets of traits that
probably constitute barriers to gene flow between L. idas and
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L. melissa in the wild, but other traits, such as diapause timing
and wing pattern, might also contribute to reproductive isolation
(Gompert et al. 2010, 2012a). Indeed, the contribution of each
inherent barrier to gene flow likely varies among populations and
generations because of genetic differences and spatial or temporal heterogeneity in the environment. Thus, even if an allele
explains much of the phenotypic variation that causes a specific
barrier to gene flow, it might not explain much of the variation in
reproductive isolation.

Conclusion
We found evidence that functional variants with moderate to large
effects probably contribute to variation in male genitalic morphology and oviposition preference in Lycaeides butterflies. The
frequency of these functional variants in natural populations is
likely determined by multiple population genetic processes including genetic drift, natural selection, and recombination. For
example, the population genetic patterns we described are consistent with the hypothesis that some functional variants affecting
male genitalic morphology have experienced divergent selection
in nonadmixed populations, but also indicate that genetic drift has
likely contributed to genome-wide variation in genetic differentiation. A full understanding of the extent that selection on specific
traits translates into reproductive isolation and affects genome
divergence (as a whole and in specific genetic regions) requires
detailed knowledge of the genetic basis of the many traits that
determine fitness. This is a potentially daunting task, which we
have barely begun. But these initial results suggest that individual functional variants could be important, and that selection on
individual variants might cause localized genetic differentiation
during speciation. Nonetheless, because of uncertainty in parameter estimates and the limitations described in the previous section,
an alternative possibility cannot yet be entirely excluded: fitness in
Lycaeides could be determined by a multitude of functional variants, most with infinitesimal effects, and selection would have
had little effect on local genetic differentiation.
Functional variants that contribute to local adaptation or reproductive isolation are known and many of these have major
effects on a phenotype or fitness (e.g., Mihola et al. 2009; Tang
and Presgraves 2009; Barr and Fishman 2010; Nosil and Schluter
2011). But many of these so-called speciation genes affect traits
that are effectively discrete, and it is not clear whether these results
can be generalized to more continuous trait variation (Rockman
2012). Our results suggest that barriers to gene flow caused by
continuous, quantitative phenotypic variation might also be affected by moderate or large effect variants. But we do not know
whether the unexplained variation in each trait we studied was
caused by plasticity or many variants with infinitesimal effects.
We believe that progress in speciation genetics requires that we
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know the relative contribution to reproductive isolation of functional variants with measurable and infinitesimal effects, and that
more research is needed to address this question. If moderate
and large effect alleles are generally important in the evolution
of reproductive isolation, then we can understand the genetics of
speciation by identifying these variants and studying their histories and functions. But if a multitude of infinitesimals is more
important in speciation, we learn much less by studying individual variants. Instead, it might be more productive to ask questions
regarding why the genetic architecture of reproductive isolation
is frequently so diffuse, and to focus on statistical descriptions
of these genetic architectures, such as the distribution of effect
sizes or the frequency distribution of epistatic interactions among
functional variants.
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Supporting Information
Additional Supporting Information may be found in the online version of this article at the publisher’s website:
Appendix S1.
Table S1. Population sample information (JH = Jackson Hole Lycaeides; Nmale = male sample size; N f emale = female sample
size).
Table S2. Proportion of phenotypic variance explained by population.
Table S3. The number of genetic regions with posterior inclusion probabilities greater than or equal to the 99.9th empirical
quantile for each pair of traits.
Table S4. The number of genetic regions with posterior inclusion probabilities greater than or equal to the 99.9th empirical
quantile for each pair of traits.
Figure S1. Histograms summarize the variation for each morphological trait (diagonal) and scatter plots depict the covariance
between pairs of characters (off-diagonal; light gray = L. idas, gray = Jackson Hole Lycaeides, black = L. melissa).
Figure S2. Histograms summarize the variation for each oviposition preference trait (diagonal) and scatter plots depict the
covariance between pairs of characters (off-diagonal; light gray = L. idas, gray = Jackson Hole Lycaeides, black = L. melissa).
Figure S3. Histograms depict the reference allele frequency distribution for all loci and each population. We define population
abbreviations in Table S1.
Figure S4. Histograms depict estimated effect sizes for SNPs with posterior inclusion probabilities greater than 0.01.
Figure S5. Plots depict genetic region posterior inclusion probabilities for forearm length (A) and (B), humerelus length (C), and
the proportion of eggs laid on Astragalus (D).
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